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Abstract 
In this note. we study the convex set of all real n x n-matrices which either increase or 
decrease mi~xednlnrss when applied to any monotonously ordered probability n-vector, 
and we compute a complete list of its extremals in both cases. 0 I998 Published by 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we investigate an important partial order defined on probabi- 
lity vectors called the dominance order or the Lorenz order. There have been 
many distinct contexts in which this order has come up, from representation 
theory or statistical physics to majorization theory (cf. [1,3]). Usually, a prob- 
ability vector p is defined to mcljovke a probability vector q, if there is a doubly 
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stochastic matrix which maps p onto q. Here, we consider modified classes of 
matrices, related to this partial order. 
For given n 3 2, we consider vectors p = (p’,$, . . ,p”)’ E R” with 
p’ 3 p’ 3 . . B p” 3 0 and C$p’ = 1. The set of these vectors will be denot- 
ed by 9. Particular elements in 9 are the vectors 
ek := (l/k ,..., l/k,0 ,..., O)T, k= l,2 ,..., n. 
At first we claim 
Lemma 1. 9 is the convex hull conv(ei, e2, . . , e,) of {el, e2,. . . , e,}. 
Proof. For every p E KY, 
Gilt kCpk - p”“)ek + np”e,. 
one has p =p’el + xz=#(kek - (k - l)ek_1) = 
F or p E 9, all coefficients are non-negative and 
sum up to 1, i.e. p is a convex linear combination of the ek. So we have 
9 C conv(ei, e2, . . , e,). 
The converse inclusion is obvious in view of el, e2, , . , e, E 9 and the con- 
vexity of 9. c7 
Next we recall (cf. [2]) that for vectors in 9 majorization can also be defined 
as follows: 
Definition 1. For p,q E 9, the vector p mujorizes q, if and only if 
&pi 2 c;=,4, f or all s = 1,. . . , n. In this case we write p > q. Also, 
whenever we write p > q for two vectors p, q E R” this will - by abuse of 
notation - always presuppose that p, q E 9. 
Remark 1. In physics and chemistry, the term “q is more mixed than p” rather 
than “p majorizes q” has become quite popular, cf. [3]. We will use both 
expressions. 
The aim of the following investigations is to determine all real n x n-matri- 
ces S with S p < p, or S p >> p, respectively, for all p E 9. We want to stress 
that we will permit the elements of the matrices involved to be negative. Never- 
theless, all columns have to sum up to 1. As is well known, the latter condition 
on S is equivalent to the requirement that the components of S p sum up to 1 
for all p = (p’,~?, . . ,P”)~ E R” with cy,,p’ = 1 or - equivalently - for all 
p E {el,e2,. . , e,}, in which case the matrix S is also called weakly stochastic. 
2. A family of matrices increasing mixedness 
In this section, we want to study the set 5, of all weakly stochastic matrices 
which increase mixedness, i.e. 
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3, := {F E R’“.“’ 1 F p < p for all p E 9} 
(The letter 3 stands forfuture, since - relative to a rather general model of dis- 
sipative systems - these matrices - applied to a given fixed state - produce all 
those states that are accessible from that state in the future.) 
The first observation is 
Lemma 2. 3, is convex. 
Proof. Let p E 9;FI,F2 E 3, and F := ilFl + AZFZ with i, + 12 = 1 and 
O<i+<l (i= 1,2). 
Then, F p = l,(F1 p) + A2(F2 p) E 9 because of the convexity of 53. 
In addition, for s = 1,. , . , n, we have 
$-(F p)’ = I,A(F, p)’ + A$(Fz p)’ f A,s + hi)pi 
./:I ,=I ,  :I /=I /=I 
Hence, F p cc p for all p E 9 and, therefore, F E 8,. Cl 
Lemma 3. For a real n x n-matrix F one has F E 5, if and only [f 
F ek < ek for k = 1, . . , n. 
Proof. Assume F ek << ek for k = 1. . , n and 
p = gctke, E 9 with 2 ak= 1 and&>0 (k= I,...,n). 
k=l k=l 
Forj=l,....n-1 weobtain 
i.e. F p E 9. 
Furthermore, from Es=, (F ek)j < CJ._, (ek)j for all s = 1, . . n and 
k= l,...,n onegets 
=-j-(F p)’ = -&$(F ek)j < kukg(ek)j = &: 
.jz:, k=l j=l k=l /=I ,=I 
i.e. F p < p; hence F E 5,. 
The converse is trivial. ??
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Now, we will come to an explicit description of 3,. For this purpose, we de- 
note the kth column vector (sI~,sJ~, . ,~,,k)~ of a matrix s = (Sii) by sk. 
Furthermore, let 
$&:={pEs (&l/k} (k=l>...,n). 
Obviously, we have 9, = 9 and LB,, = {e,}. 
Note also that gk = {p E 9 ) p +c ek} (in particular, ek is the greatest element 
in gk relative to “K”). Indeed, for 
p E 9k and 1 <s < n we get 2 p’ < min{s/k, l} = e(e,)’ 
j=l j=l 
and therefore p < ek; on the other hand, p < ek implies p’ < 1 /k. So, we imme- 
diately get our first basic result. 
Theorem 1. A real II x n-matrix F is contained in 5, if and only if 
Fek=(l/k)(fl+...+fk)Egkfork=1....,n. 
Remark 2. (l/n)(ft + . . + fn) E 9,, = {e,} means that all row sums are equal 
to 1, i.e. F is weakly doubly stochastic. 
Corollary 1. 5, is compact. 
Proof. Obviously, Theorem 1 implies that 5, is closed. Moreover, for all 
F= (J:k) E 5, and l<i,k<n, Theorem 1 implies also O<f;:r +Jf;.2+...+ 
&<l. Hence, ji,+ = dr;l +...+ji) - V;I +...+h.k_l) E [-l,+l] and s,X is 
bounded. 0 
As 5, is compact and convex it is the convex hull of its extremals. To deter- 
mine these extremals we first note that in view of the linear independence of the 
vectors er,e2,..., n e the map Q: [WC”.“) -+ L@“‘) : A H (A el , A e2, . , A e,) is a 
linear bijection from K@“) onto K@‘) and that - by Theorem 1 - this map in- 
duces a bijection from sn onto 9, x G& x . x 9,,. Hence the extremals of 3, 
correspond via this map to the extremals of 9, x 92 x . x 9’,. In other 
words Theorem 1 implies the following. 
Theorem 2. Let 23’; denote the set of extremals of 9k and, correspondingly, let 3: 
denote the set of extremals of 5,. Then the map CD-’ : R(“.“) -+ R(“.“) induces 
a bijection 97 x&@~x...x~~-+~~: (dl,d2,...,d,)H~)-‘(dl,d*,...,d,)= 
(dl, 2d2 - d,, 3d3 - 2dz,. . . , nd, - (n - l)d,_r), in particular, we have 
#S,” = n(#q). 
Proof. As CD is a bijective linear map which maps 3: onto the set of extremals of 
91 x 22 x . . x 2Sn, all we need is to observe that for two compact convex sets 
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.d E R” and 3 E Rh, the product d x J C K@ IS a compact convex subset of 
IR Oth whose extremals are the pairs (p.q) with an extremal p in .d and an 
extremal q in .M. 0 
Next we look at the extremals of VL. To this end, we consider for any two 
integers h and j with 0 <h < j< tz the vector e):: := ((j - k)h/(j - h)k)e,, 
+((h - k)ji(h - .jP) e,, where for h = 0 the vector eo. as it is always multiplied 
b,?, 0, might be any vector. Note that et: = e, for all j = 1. II and that 
iC 
eh.h = eh., = eh for all h = 0.1,. k - 1 and j = k $- 1.. II. 
We claim 
Proof. An extremal of G$k is either an extremal of ‘/ which is contained in ‘/A. 
that is which satisfies p’ < l/k (i.e. eb = ei;l, ek, I = e$+, . e,, = ef,:). or it 
is the intersection point of the hyperplane .?Yk := {p E R” Ip’ = 1 /k} with one 
of the edges of %. Now, as 9 is a simplex, the edges of V are precisely the line 
segments between eh and e, (1 < h ~1 j < n). .u/, intersects such an edge of ‘1 in a 
point different from eh. if and only if h < k < ,j holds and in this case the 
intersection point is just ef:, while in case h < k = ,j or h = k < j this 
intersection point is precisely k,. 0 
Corollary 2. 9k bus k(n - k) + 1 e.utr.ernuls, hcncr 3,, must haw n:I 1 [k(n - k ) 
+ 1] extvemuls. 
In order to illustrate the previous results, we determine the extremals of z7 
and 3, explicitly. 
For II = 2, the extremals of %, are el = (1. 0)7 and e2 = (l/2. l/2) ‘. while 
there is only one extremal in 5’? = (e2), namely e2. Hence the extremals of 
3, are 
For y1 = 3 the extremals of 9, are d,,, := e,,d I.? := el and d, 3 := e3, the ext- 
remals of C/Z are d2.l := ez, d? 2 := e\Tl = (l/2. l/4. l/4)‘. dl,? := e3. Again. 
P3 just coincides with its extremal di I := e3. 
So we get 9 extremals in g3, where for U. I’ = I. 2.3 we write F(u. t’) instead 
of @+I,,,,. d2.j .&.I): 
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1 0 0 1 0 0 
F(l,l) = 0 1 0 , F(1,2) = 0 l/2 l/2 , 
0 0 1 0 l/2 l/2 
1 -l/3 l/3 
F(1,3) = 0 2/3 l/3 , 
0 213 l/3 
l/2 l/2 0 l/2 l/2 0 
F(2,l) = l/2 l/2 0 , F(2,2) = l/2 0 l/2 , 
0 0 1 0 l/2 l/2 
l/2 l/6 l/3 
F(2,3) = l/2 l/6 l/3 , 
0 2/3 l/3 
l/3 213 0 
F(3,l) = l/3 2/3 0 , F(3,2) = 
l/3 -l/3 1 
l/3 l/3 l/3 
F(3,3) = l/3 l/3 l/3 . 
l/3 l/3 l/3 
l/3 2/3 0 
l/3 l/6 l/2 
l/3 l/6 l/2 
There are some obvious symmetries to be observed 
Letusdenotethevector(1,1,...,1)Tby1.Forp=Cp1,...,p”)Twedefine 
p* := (JY, . . . ,P’)~. Analogously, for a matrix S, we define S* as the matrix con- 
structed from S by changing its rows and changing its columns in the following 
way: 
(S’)k := (s,-k+l)*. 
Lemma 5. The map q_~~: R” -+ UP: p~(l/(n-k))(l -kp*) is bijective and it 
induces a bijection between Bk and 9*-k (k E { 1,2,. . . , n - 1)). In particular it 
maps the extremals of g,+ onto the extremals of gn_k. 
Proof. Because of qkqn_k = q+_k(Pk = id, the map (Pk is bijective. From 
l/k 3p’ 3 ‘.. 3 p” 3 0, we get 
o=‘-Wlk) < l-kp' < ... < 1-W &_. 
n-k 
\-\ 
n-k n-k n-k 
Moreover, 
1 -kp’ +1-kp2+,.,+1-kp’ n-k 1. ___ ___ -----~----_ 
n-k n-k n-k n-k 
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Hence, q,(p) E 9%?n-k for all p E 9”r. 
Finally, we have 
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i.e. convex linear combinations are mapped onto corresponding ones. So qk 
must also map extremals onto extremals. 0 
Corollary 3. For every F E 5, one has also F* E 3,. More prrcise<\~, [f’,ftir 
k = 1.2, , n - 1 one numbers the extremals dk,j qf ‘9~ in such a manner thut 
cpk(dk,,) = d,,_k,, holds, and puts 
F(,jl 1 . %.inpl) := @-I (dl.,, , . . . d,ml._,n , ,e,) 
(in = 1.. .k(n -k) + 1;k = 1,. . :n - 1). one gets F(j,. .,j,,-,)* = 
FCi,+,. . ,j~). 
Proof. Let F E 3, and 1 < k < n - 1. In view of f 1 $- + f,, = 1 we have 
(l/(n - k))((f*), + ... + (f*),_l) = (l/(n - k))(fk,l + ... +fn)* 
= (l/(n-k))(l -(f, +...+fn)‘) 
= q,((l/k)(f, + “. + fk)) E 9,-n. 
and hence - according to Theorem 1 - F* E 3,. In particular, for 
F = F(j,, , jn-l) one gets (l/k)(f, + . + fn,,,) = dk,,, and therefore 
(l/(n - k))((f”), + ... + (f*)n_i) = (Pl(dk.,: i = LA,,,. 0 
3. A family of matrices decreasing mixedness 
Now, we come to an “inverse” question, namely to the determination of all 
weakly stochastic matrices, which decrease mixedness, i.e. we are looking for 
‘v, := {P E W”’ ( P p B p for all p E 9). 
(Here ‘$3 stands for past: as above, these matrices ~ when applied to a given 
fixed state - produce only states the given state could have come from, i.e. 
its past.) 
Analogously to Lemmas 2 and 3, one can show: 
Lemma 6. ‘@, is convex. 
Lemma 7. For a real n x n-matrix P one has P E $&, if and on/}’ ij’Pek >> ek ,fbr 
k= l,....~ 
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In order to describe ‘@,,, we introduce the sets 
9k:={p~91pk+1 =O}, k= I,...n. 
Obviously, 9’ := {e,} and 9 = 9. Note also that gk = {p E 9nJp >> ek} for 
all k = 1, . , PI (in particular, ek is the smallest element in 59’ relative to 
“C’). Indeed, for p E gk and 1 <s < n we get CT=, p’ 3 min {s/k, l} = 
xiY1 cek)’ and therefore p > ek; on the other hand p l?+ ek implies 
cj=, p’ = 1 and hencepk+’ = ... = p” = 0. Again, this leads to a handy crite- 
rion. 
Theorem 3. A real n x n-matrix P = (PII) is contained in y, if and only if 
P ek = (l/k)(p, + . + pk) E gk for k = 1,. . . % n. 
Remark 3. An equivalent formulation of the condition from Theorem 3 is that 
P has to be an upper triangular matrix fulfilling (1 /k) (p, + . . + pk) E 9 or, in 
other words, P has to be upper triangular and weakly stochastic and for all k 
one has 
PII fpl2 +“‘+Plk 3p21 +p22 +“’ fp2k 
3 ‘.’ >pnl +p,,Z”‘+p,,k > 0. 
Obviously, gk is convex for all k = 1,. . . , n and its extremals are el, . , ek. 
As above, our theorem implies that the map @ maps ‘$3, bijectively onto 
9’ x g2 X . . x 9”. So, in analogy to our previous considerations, we get 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let !QE denote the set of extremals of f&J,,. Then the map 
D-1 : @“d ---t F@‘) induces a bijection: 
~‘*X~2*X...X~n*_t~,::(el,ej,,...ej~)~PO’2,...j,) 
:= (e,, 2e,, - el ,3e,, - 2ej, . . . , nejn - (i? - l)C?j_,) 
with l<jk<kfork=2,...,n. 
Corollary 4. Since gk has precisely k extremals, f@,, must have nb,k = n! 
extremals. 
In order to illustrate this result, too, we provide the extremals of ‘pz and !& 
explicitly. 
For n = 2 one gets 
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for n = 3 one gets 
1 1 1 1 1 -l/2 
P(l.l) = 0 0 0 ( P(1.2) = 0 0 3/2 . 
0 0 0 00 0 
1 1 -1 
P(1,3) = 0 0 1 
00 1 
10 2 
P(2.1) = 0 1 -1 
00 0 
1 0 0 
P(2.3) = 0 1 0 , 
0 0 1 
4. Miscellaneous 
P(2,2) = 
1 0 l/2 
0 1 l/2 I 
00 0 
1. A natural extension is to allow also vectors with negative entries, cf. Os- 
trowski [4]. Hence let 
Obviously, one has 
The extension of “GE ” from 9 to 6 should be denoted by “G?“. 
Thus, we are looking for 
$,, := {F E R(n.ni ( Fp 4? p for all p E &} and 
$I,, := {P E R(‘.n) / Pp 53 p for all p E 5} 
From pr & and pke, we get 
1 - (n - 1)/n = l/n, 
l/n 3 p’ 3 2 p” = 1 - ClS: pl 3 
h ence p = e,. So, the proof of Lemma 3 is still correct 
for r, < 0, i.e. we have F E 3, if and only if Fek <i: ek, k = 1,. , n. But this 
is equivalent to Fek < ek, since from Fek <2: ek especially (Fek)” 3 (ek)” 3 0 
and hence Fek E B will follow. Thus, we have 3,, = s,,. 
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Note that for the pair ($!,,, ‘@,) such an identity does not hold. For 
2 0 . . . 0 0 
0 1 . . . 0 0 
A= f ; ‘.. ; ; 
0 0 . . . 1 0 
-1 0 . . . 0 1 
and p E & the inequality p’ > 0 implies 
A p = (2p’,p2,. . . ,pn-‘,p” -p’)>i p. 
So, we have A E $I,, while Theorem 3 implies A gi ‘Q,,. 
On the other hand, for 
1 1 . . . 1 1 
0 0 . . . 0 0 
B=.. . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 0 0 
and p E & \ A9 one obtains B p = el , but not el >i p, because ofp” < 0. Hence, 
we get B +c?’ ‘p,, though we have B E,!& 
In other words, we have neither ‘p, C !I$, nor (ir, > ‘p,,. 
2. Next, we discuss the set of states accessible by the families of matrices de- 
scribed above. 
Lemma 8. For arbitrary p E 9, one has 
{F P I F E S,J = {q 6 9 I q +c ~1, 
verbally: all states that are more mixed than a given one are accessible from the 
given one by applying matrices from 3,. 
Proof. By a result of Hoffman [5], given p and q E 9, one has q cc p if and only 
if there is a stochastic uniformly tapered matrix S (cf. [6]) with Sp = q. 
According to Theorem 1, these matrices belong to 5,. Thus one has 
PPIF E 5,) 2 {q E glq +z P>. 
The converse inclusion is trivial. 0 
Again, there is no direct analogue for ‘p,, as the following observation will 
show. 
Let q = P p with P E ‘Qp, and p E 9. Then, from the proof of Lemma 1 we 
get: 
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q’ = e(pk - pk+‘)k(P ek)’ with p”+’ := 0 
and 
k=l 
q’ - q2 = k(pk -p”+‘)k((P en)’ - (P ek)l) 
k=l 
3 (p’ -p’)((P et)’ - (P e2)‘) =p’ -$. 
Now, let p = @’ ,p’> . ,p”, 0,. , 0) E 62 with 3 < k 6 n. p” > 0 and p’ > p’. 
Then, one can choose an E > 0 with 
Q:=(p’,p2+E,p3 )..., pk-‘: $-E,O )... :O)E9 
and hence q B p, but q’ -p2 < p’ -p2. So, at least in this case, the inclusion 
{P P I P E VP,> c {q E 23 I q B P> 
is a proper one. 
3. There are matrices neither belonging to 3, nor to ‘$3, but mixing or demix- 
ing each p E 9. We give an example. Let 
l/2 l/2 l/2 
A= l/4 314 -l/4 
l/4 -l/4 314 
and p E Y. Then we have 
q : = A p = (l/2, (p’ + 3p2 - p3)/4, (p’ - p2 + 3P3)/4)’ 
= (l/2,1/4+ (p’ -p3)/2,1/4- (p* -p3)/2)T 
Because of 0 6p2 -p3 <p2 6 (p’ +p2)/2 < l/2 one has 0 6 (p’ -p3)/2 < l/4 
and therefore q’ >, q2 > q3 3 0, i.e. q E 9. 
In the case p’ 3 l/2 one gets q’ <p’ and q’ + q? = (3~’ + 5~’ +p’)/4 = 
3p’/4 + $ + (p* + p3)/4 < p' +p* (because of p? + p3 < l/2 < p’). and hence 
9 g P. 
For p’ 6 l/2 one finds analogously, q >> p. 
Hence A does what we claimed. Whether it increases or decreases the mixed- 
ness depends on the state it is applied to. 
4. Finally, we want to visualize how the matrices we have investigated fit in 
with those ones usually used in the context of majorization (Fig. 1). 
Remarkable that the intersection ‘$.J,, n 2B3a5, is non-empty as e.g. the 
matrix 
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Fig. 1. 6,... stochastic; MB,...weakly stochastic; pc3,... doubly stochastic; ‘!IBn16,... weakly doubly 
stochastic; II,,... stochastic uniformly tapered; &,,... unit. 
1 l/2 -l/2 
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